To what extent and in what ways did the intellectual climate of Austria's often ethnolinguistically heterogeneous borderlands contribute to the formation, institutionalization and diffusion of emerging social scientific discourses during the final decades of the 19th century? Investigating the intellectual exchange between two early proponents of folklore studies (Volkskunde)-the Slavonian-German-Jewish Friedrich Salomon Krauss (1859Krauss ( -1938 and Bukovinian-German Raimund Friedrich Kaindl (1866-1930)-this paper argues that imperial peripheries, while traditionally overlooked as sites of knowledge production, in fact played a pivotal role in the development of an important brand of "progressive" social scientific research, one defined by a critical stance toward the prevailing historicist paradigms of the time. These self-described "social democrats of scholarship" collaborated, both formally and informally, on a number of related theoretical projects aimed at disrupting the exclusionary narratives of the academic establishment and re-focusing scholarly attention on the sociological, rather than historical, character of ethnonational difference. In this way, the nationalities question spurred, both in the center and at the margins of the monarchy, the development of new sciences of nationality intended to sustain Austria's imperial structure.
collaborations between minority populations, particularly Jews and ethnic Germans, took the form not only of political alliances, as Gary Cohen has shown in the case of Prague, but also common intellectual projects, such as a pro-imperial method of folklore research [3] . Third, while folklore as an individual discipline failed, in the end, to overcome the romantic idealism to which it had set itself in opposition, the larger anti-establishment and, in a certain sense, "progressive" academic discourse of which it formed a part emerged, as we will see, out of conversations taking place not in the imperial capital of Vienna, but rather on and between the peripheries of the monarchy.
Scholars working in folklore during the final two decades of the 19th century tended to give nearly identical evaluations of the state of their field. Between 1880 and 1900, narratives much like the one reproduced above were published in the monarchy's leading ethnological journals on an almost annual basis. That Volkskunde found itself on the margins of Austrian academia, and was looked upon by the more established disciplines of anthropology and history with suspicion and skepticism, was, it seems, a major rhetorical commonplace among leading figures in the field. In an 1893 volume of Anton Hermann's Ethnologische Mitteilungen aus Ungarn (Ethnological Notices from Hungary), the Hungarian folklorist Ludwig von Katona described Volkskunde as a classic example of a "new branch of science forced to fight for its existence" and assert its independence from existing disciplines ( [4] , p. 43). Anton Herrmann, the journal's editor-in-chief, similarly bemoaned the discipline's lack of public prestige. Commenting on the state of the field in Hungary, Herrmann flatly declared in 1896: "our statesmen still display in general little understanding of the political significance of ethnography." ([5] , p. 5). Even ten years later, Kaindl, the historian-turned-folklorist, wrote the following: "folklore is a very young science for which there is very little understanding, and for this reason, it has not found its due recognition." ( [2] , p. 41). Folklorists, he commented, were until recently "seen as ridiculous people." [2] .
The frequency with which this story was told leaves little doubt that the discipline was characterized during the final two decades of the 19th century by both a deep sense of discomfiture and an air of missionary self-confidence. In the eyes of the academic establishment, folklorists were not genuine scholars, but rather bohemians, dilettantes, aesthetes, and, more figuratively, according to Krauss and Kaindl, "social democrats." What exactly was the basis for this comparison? Upon a first reading, the connection Krauss draws between the increasing popularity of folklore research and the growing appeal of the social democratic party may represent little more than a simple rhetorical flourish, an intentionally provocative addition to what was, as we have seen, an otherwise rather typical description of the field. This may be true to a certain extent. But the fact that Krauss made this pronouncement in the context of a more serious discussion of "scholastic historical critique" and the natural scientific method indicates that the comparison was, at least in some significant sense, earnestly meant. Furthermore, Kaindl's approving citation of this passage in his later introduction to the field of Volkskunde suggests that certain contemporary scholars considered the comparison particularly apt.
For both Krauss and Kaindl, Volkskunde's poor standing within the Austrian scholarly community, as well as its recent rise to public prominence, could be traced back to a common intellectual trend: the re-appraisal of academic history and its political commitments. If, as both writers at the time frequently remarked and contemporary historians continue to argue today, the historical discipline fell in the second half of the 19th century into the hands of a recklessly patriotic and chauvinistic elite, then Volkskunde emerged as a kind of anti-establishment countermovement, a progressive response to the historicist idealism on which the grand political claims of many scholars were being based ( [6] , p. 325). As both practitioners and, more importantly, theorists of folkloristic methods, Krauss and Kaindl spearheaded these developments, contributing in different, though equally important ways, to the creation of a new and politically subversive conceptual framework.
Born into an observant Jewish family in 1859 in Požega, Slavonia, Krauss matured to adulthood in a physical and intellectual space characterized by the increasingly contentious conflict between rival nationalist political visions; while he identified as German, he nevertheless felt a deep sense of loyalty to his Croatian-Slavonian homeland, as well as to the empire's Jewish community [7] . This complex sense of belonging rendered him especially attentive to, and critical of, the exclusionary rhetoric being adopted in the final two decades of the century by both Croatian and German nationalists. Krauss sounded the battle cry against history's nationalist entanglements as early as 1885. In the introduction to his second published monograph, Sitte und Brauch der Südslaven, Krauss openly confessed to his unsympathetic view of historically oriented folklore research:
The difference between me and them, that is, my predecessors, the South Slav professional historians, consists solely in the fact that they, in full faith, present the past as if they had personally been there, while I am by nature a heretic in these matters. The early history of the South Slavs is not my history ( [8] , p. VIII).
Rather than comb, as historians typically did, through the traditional documents of political history-"the moldy manuscripts of gospel translations and the statutes of different municipalities and petty duchies"-Krauss intended to study and describe his subjects from the standpoint of the present, to paint a realistic picture of their lived experience ( [8] , p. VII). His mission was, as he saw it, to "record and faithfully present what has been lived through and felt" ( [8] , p. VII). He reiterated this basic commitment to the study of presently existing cultures, and skepticism toward political historical claims, in both published essays and private correspondences. In his mind, the advantages of the cultural approach were clear:
Declaring, for example, the general concordance of humanity's social structures and perceptions to be the product of a unified tradition or blood relationship or common political history leaves one clinging to faulty evidence and empty conjectures, and explains nothing for certain. But, on the other hand, if one grasps the general predispositions of man, wherever he appears, and his capacity to adapt himself to his surroundings, then the difficulty involved in understanding what exists [das Vorhandene] and what has come into being [das Gewordene] disappears ( [9] , pp. 64-65).
Not everyone, however, agreed with Krauss on the wisdom of his approach. The academy's unsympathetic, sometimes openly hostile view of folkloristic and otherwise unorthodox methodologies represented a major obstacle to Krauss's professional advancement. In 1887, his petition to habilitate at the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Vienna was unanimously rejected; according to Krauss, this was because, in the faculty's opinion, "old wives' tales and beggar songs," the stuff of folklore research, "did not count as scholarship [Wissenschaft] " ( [9] , p. 48). He also raised the ire of the established scholars of the Anthropologische Gesellschaft (Anthropological Society) in Vienna, where Krauss had for several years served as a junior fellow. The Society, founded in 1870 and tasked, inter alia, with collecting comprehensive ethnographic data on the monarchy's various nationalities, appears to have lost patience with Krauss's iconoclastic style, eventually forcing him to quit his research post in 1889 ( [9] , p. 49; [10] , pp. 59-60).
Following his dismissal, Krauss's writing grew even more combative in tone. In his third book on South Slav folklore, Volksglaube und religiöser Brauch der Südslaven (1890), Krauss mounted a ferocious critique of prevailing historical methods and proposed a set of new guidelines for the practice of ethnographic research. Explicitly taking aim at the work of Natko Nodilo (1834-1912), Professor of Croatian and Serbian History at the University of Zagreb, Krauss denounced his colleague's work as fanciful "Tendenzschriftstellerei," slanted or biased writing ( [11] , p. VIII). Older and more professionally connected than Krauss, Nodilo had, with financial support from the Croatian Academy of Sciences, published several influential monographs devoted to the topic of medieval Croatian and Serbian history. In Krauss's mind, Nodilo's work amounted to nothing more than a "cluster of implausible fantasies and dissolute reveries," and was entirely "worthless" as a work of science ( [11] , p. XI). True folklorists, he chided him, "seek, in constant touch with real, rather than poetically constructed, historical events, and in accordance with the position granted to us by empirical psychology, to understand and become familiar with the history of religion's real factors" ( [11] , p. VIII). Three years later, Krauss published a biting satire of the work of another well-respected scholar of South Slav folklore, Gregor Krek (1840 Krek ( -1905 . This book-Böhmische Korallen aus der Götterwelt ("Trumperies from the World of the Gods," 1893)-consisted of a sort of catalogue of the various willful self-deceptions to which his colleague had, he believed, abandoned himself, followed by a direct, extended, and highly sarcastic censure of the methodology employed by the Graz professor in his Einleitung in die slavische Literaturegeschichte ("Introduction to Slavic Literary History," 1887) [12, 13] .
Examining the logic which underlay the formation of national identities, what he referred to in other works as the "international quality of nations" ("das Internationale der Nationen"), was Krauss's primary goal, not the legitimation of historical claims to territory or the confirmation of claims to national homogeneity ( [14] , p. 172). As he opined in an issue of the Zeitschrift für deutsche Volkskunde ("Journal for German Folklore"): "Folklore is only in special cases national, but by nature humanistic in its research results. This is the touchstone for its scientific quality" ( [9] , p. 64). If folklore had anything to contribute to the cause of national self-improvement, it was, paradoxically enough, the self-critical study of nationality. Ever loyal to the emperor, he concluded his contribution to the famous Länder Österreich-Ungarns in Wort und Bild ("Lands of Austria-Hungary in Word and Image") series, Die vereinigten Königreiche Kroatien und Slavonien ("The United Kingdoms of Croatia and Slavonia"), with an admonishment to popular education:
Not Croatian politics, but rather popular education will determine the future of Croatia and Slavonia. May it be said to my fellow countrymen: not your politics and grandstanding (Großrednerei), but hard work and education will make you free, the one prerequisite being: loyalty to King and Empire! (König und Reich) ( [9] , p. 64; [15] ).
Folklore's great appeal lay, he believed, in its special ability to undercut the romantic political pretensions of academic historicism, to fragment its idealistic and linear tales of national continuity and homogeneity. For him, a rigorous commitment to scientific objectivity went hand in hand with loyalty to the emperor and skepticism toward the nationalist self-flattery in which many scholars at the time were engaged.
Raimund Friedrich Kaindl, born to German-speaking parents in Czernowitz in 1866, found himself in a situation in many ways comparable to that of Krauss. An extra-ordinary and then, beginning in 1905, ordinary professor at the German-language Franz-Josephs-Universität in Czernowitz, Kaindl perceived the place of Germans in this far-flung part of the empire to be under siege by Romanian and Ukrainian nationalists, armed, as he saw it, with the ideological weapons provided to them by a certain class of political historians [16] . Folklore promised a means of countering these developments, a way of looking at the world which could both deflate nationalist-legitimationist historical claims and bolster his fellow Bukovinian Germans' sense of local belonging. Kaindl's 1903 introduction to folklore, Die Volkskunde: ihre Bedeutung, ihre Ziele und ihre Methode ("Folklore: its Significance, its Goals, and its Method"), was written "with special attention to folklore's relationship to historical scholarship," and reads in many ways like a Kraussian critique of traditional history writing. In his attempt to make a case for the usefulness, and more importantly, the ethical superiority of folklore studies and other recent methodological innovations in the broader field of Kulturgeschichte ("Cultural History"), he asks his readers the following series of rhetorical questions: …is it not extremely one-sided (einseitig), that we learn about knightly accolades and ceremonies of the imperial coronation in as much detail as is possible, but nothing about similar precursors in the life of the people (Volksleben), which must in fact have been the basis for these things? Is it all well and good that we are taught in great detail about the isolated doings of extraordinary men or…a particular art movement, and know nothing about the nature of popular art, and in fact are hardly aware that such a thing even exists? ( [2] , p. 54).
There has been, he goes on to argue, a kind of "democratic" turn in Austrian academia, a shift away from the lofty dynastic chronicles of previous generations and toward the popular cultural histories of a dawning mass-political age. The growing prestige of Volkskunde, which Kaindl views as an indispensible part of this democratizing movement, marks in this respect a sea change in Austrian intellectual life:
Instead of the mere narration of political events, of wars and peace accords, we are beginning to pay greater attention to the work [Arbeit] of the people and its development. If in earlier historical writing the heads and leading classes of the state played the primary role, now the popular masses, their lives, strivings and actions are starting to attract more notice. It is, so to say, in the air at the moment ( [2] , pp. 53-54).
Whereas history tells the story of the elite, of kings, queens, ministers, and parliamentarians, Volkskunde-the localized study of national traditions and customs-lends a voice and an academic vocabulary to the "popular masses," in his case, primarily, but not, at this point, exclusively, the "Carpathian German" masses to which he belonged [17] . One of Kaindl's aims in re-focusing the historian's gaze on folk culture was, of course, to legitimize the study of his "besieged" German "Volk," but this objective was to be reached indirectly, through a project of comparative ethnography.
By turning an ethnographic eye to Austria's constituent peoples, folklore promised to uncover a "principle of development [Entwicklungsprinzip] deeper than that of nationality [Nationalität]"-the logic of national difference ( [2] , p. 33). An appreciation of the cosmopolitan, he held, went hand in hand with an appreciation of the national. Given the state of the Nationalitätenfrage ("Nationalities Question") in the monarchy, the public dissemination of ethnography had become, he was convinced, a matter of urgent political necessity-"there is," he declared, "hardly any other territory [Gebiet] that could gain such salubrious profit from folkloristic research" ( [2] , p. 47).
A method wedded to the affirmation of the Austrian state was not, however, the only thing Kaindl shared in common with Krauss. The author approvingly cited not only Krauss's critique of the historical school of folklore research and call for a more socioculturally oriented methodology, but also Krauss's objection to the then prevalent distinction between so-called Natur-and Kulturvölker, as well as his understanding of Volkskunde's potential for valuable contributions to imperial policymaking ( [2] , pp. 50, 81). Most revealing of all, he explicitly cites Krauss and his highly divisive Böhmische Korallen in a discussion aimed at warning his readers of folklore's potential for political manipulation and abuse ( [2] , pp. 90, 117, 128). Given Krauss's marginal position within Austrian academics and the provocative, highly unorthodox nature of his methodology, Kaindl's decision to base his introduction to Volkskunde on the work of his Slavonian-German-Jewish colleague is noteworthy. At the time (1903), several other general introductions to Volkskunde were available in Central Europe; his heavy reliance on Krauss's theoretical writings, therefore, cannot be attributed to a simple lack of alternative scholarly literature on the subject (cf. [18] [19] [20] [21] ). While muted in its praise, Kaindl's book clearly took a side in the ongoing debate between Krauss and more established folklorists. If not an outright endorsement, the book nonetheless displayed a great deal of sympathy for Krauss's program ( [9] , p. 59).
With this common opposition to academic historicism in mind, we can begin to interpret Krauss and Kaindl's somewhat cryptic invocation of "social democracy." In a certain sense, their decision to appropriate for themselves this surprising descriptor speaks to the special conditions under which Volkskunde developed. Around the turn of the 20th century, historicist theories of culture and social development remained deeply entrenched in the Central European academy, not only among historians, but also among economists, literary critics, and those scholars working in the still amorphous field of Volkskunde and Volkswissenschaft (cf. [22, 23] ). Rigid stadial schemata, which posited a linear evolution of cultures and a hierarchy of natural and historical peoples, formed the basis of most studies of literature, language, art history and political history, and even, as several scholars have shown, entered into the consciousness of the non-scholarly community by way of mass-market scientific literature, popular exhibitions and public art (cf. [24, 25] . Yet, at the same time, folklorists lacked a common platform for the discussion of the discipline's methods, topics of analysis, and research objectives. The Zeitschrift für österreichische Volkskunde ("Journal for Austrian Folklore")-Cisleithania's first journal specifically dedicated to Volkskunde-only began publication in 1895, and was closely linked, both personally and in terms of academic mission, to the above-mentioned Anthropologische Gesellschaft in Vienna. There were relatively few institutionalized opportunities for engagement with folkloristic research, and the boundaries between different fields of study remained indistinct and easily traversable.
Given this institutional and disciplinary fluidity, Krauss and Kaindl's exchange should be seen as part of a larger, transdisciplinary trend in the social sciences, rather than a single, isolated occurrence. One such trend was the turn away from historical understandings of nationality toward a "sociology" of national belonging. In a certain sense, the folklorists' intellectual and political project resembled that of Otto Bauer and the Austromarxists, who refused-much to the chagrin of orthodox Marxists-to ignore the central importance of the nation as a real, existing social entity. Though admittedly articulated in a less systematic manner, Krauss and Kaindl's methodology for Volkskunde was undergirded by many of the same principles to which Bauer subscribed. Both would agree, with qualifications, of course, with the critique of nationalist discourse mounted in Bauer's classic Die Nationalitätenfrage und Sozialdemokratie ("The Nationalities Question and Social Democracy," 1907):
…The national character has been unjustly attributed a continuity that can be historically refuted… A community of character links the members of a nation together in a particular era, but it by no means links the nation of our era with its ancestors of two or three thousand years ago ( [26] , pp. 20-21).
Like Krauss and Kaindl, Bauer sought to reform the writing of history. Bauer's 1911 Geschichte Österreichs, a short introduction to Austrian history designed for students of Arbeiterschulen ("Workers' Schools"), sets up a nearly identical contrast between the "old" and "new" modes of Geschichtsauffassung ("Conceiving of History"):
Our familiarity with Austrian history comes from elementary school (die Volksschule). It tells us about aristocrats, statesmen and field marshals, about marriages, wills, and battles. The future of the state and of its peoples appears to be dependent on the talent, good will and luck of a few dominant people (Herrscher) ( [27] , p. 4).
This new kind of history, he goes on to report, was distinguished by its uncompromisingly materialistic approach to the past. Of course, the fact that the leading theorist of Austrian Social Democracy would endorse a Marxist conception of history is hardly surprising. What is more interesting, and revealing, is the title Bauer recommends in this same book under the category of "bourgeois depictions of Austrian History," the third edition of Franz Martin Mayer's Geschichte Österreichs, mit besonderer Rücksicht auf das Kulturleben ("The History of Austria, with Special Reference to Cultural Life") ( [27] , p. 5; [28] ). First published in 1874 and subsequently thoroughly revised in 1900 and 1909, Mayer's Geschichte, as the title suggests, was written as a work of cultural, not political, history. In the introduction to the second edition, he warns his readers:
My book is not written for those who are of the opinion that historical writing should only deal with wars and peace treaties; for the focus of my work lies in the presentation of the work of the people, in the development of its culture ( [28] , pp. V-VI).
Following Mayer's death in 1914, Kaindl, to bring the story full circle, would serve as the editor of a fourth, revised edition of Geschichte Österreichs. This new edition, entitled Geschichte und Kulturleben Deutschösterreichs ("History and Cultural Life of German Austria"), subtly endorsed the idea of a kind of German-led Donauföderation ("Danubian Federation"), an unpopular stance for which he came under a firestorm of criticism from both Pan-Germanists and Catholic conservatives [29] .
There was, then, an odd sort of convergence between the academic agendas of a wide variety of thinkers from across the political spectrum. While Krauss and Kaindl were of course not advocating for the same sort of left-wing political project as Bauer, one can certainly detect a common interest in the link between the Nationalitätenfrage in Austria-Hungary and prevailing methods of historical scholarship. To deny Austria's various peoples a place within the cultural imaginary of the state, to ignore the everyday life of the "masses" and insist upon traditional imperial legal history would, they all agreed, only lead to further instability; at the same time, they also realized that this turn toward "the people" and their customs threatened to exacerbate existing tensions, particularly in its romantic, essentializing form. Their solution was to forge a kind of middle course. Unlike the supranational Reichsgeschichte ("imperial history") of Josef Halfert and Hans von Voltelini, which, by focusing on legal history, aimed to suppress national histories, Volkskunde embraced national differences as the subject of cultural-historical research, not, at least at first, in the name of nationalist agendas, but rather for the supposed good of the imperial state (cf. [30, 31] ). By insisting upon the study of Austria's nationalities not as historically continuous political entities, but rather as presently existing cultural communities, Krauss and Kaindl, like their Social Democratic counterparts, hoped to rein in nationalism's centrifugal and exclusionary tendencies.
The Slavonian-Jewish Krauss and the Bukovinian-German Kaindl saw in this new field a potentially powerful tool with which to deflate the ballooning pretensions of nationalist movements, and shared, at least in this early phase of their careers, both a sympathy to the cause of German nationalism and a commitment to the integrity of the Austrian imperial structure. Perceiving themselves to be under threat from the same set of intellectual developments, they endeavored to articulate a suitable response, formulating separate, though at first frequently intersecting methodological counter-projects. Yet, despite their common sympathies, and despite their in many ways comparable political situations vis-à-vis local majority nations, Krauss and Kaindl nonetheless conceptualized the relationship between folklore research, the Nationalitätenfrage, and the Austrian imperial structure in increasingly divergent ways. For Krauss, Volkskunde's ultimate objective was the discovery of a science of nationality, a theory or theories by which to explain how and why nations come into being. The intended result was to in a sense "denaturalize" nationalism, to expose its social, political, economic, and psychological roots. Kaindl, on the other hand, sought to reposition the nation within a larger, more complex constellation of political affiliations, to sanctify national identity through its re-framing as an indispensable mode of belonging.
First, Krauss' understanding of the political significance of Volkskunde. At the heart of his critique of academic historicism lay an attempt to combat the essentializing and racialist narratives this mode of history tended to produce. In his introduction to a 1902 review of recent folklore literature, Krauss wrote the following:
All understandings of man as a natural phenomenon which organize themselves according to race are based on theories which, though they sound good, remain utterly useless for our evolutionary-historical mode of inquiry; for the objects of our research are the acquired and habituated characteristics of man as a social being (Gesellschaftswesen), or, more precisely stated, society as intellectual operations management (geistige Betriebsleitung) ( [14] , p. 174).
His turn to the people as a product of material society, as a "natural phenomenon," was intended to undercut systems of racial classification. By treating "the people" as a real, existing, and socially complex group, rather than the manifestation of some kind of transcendent racial ideal, Krauss hoped to contest the bloated claims of not just South Slav nationalists, but also the German ethnic nationalists who threatened to render him nation-less (cf. [9] , pp. 76-77). "Ethnologists," he stridently maintained, "are neither salon entertainers, nor aesthetes, nor moral censors [Sittenrichter] , but rather those who seek to comprehend mores [Sittenergründer]" ( [32] , p. IX). The "purpose and objective" of Volkskunde was, he stated in this same piece, to learn how to remove one's "Kulturbrille," one's "cultural lenses" ( [32] , p. IX).
Krauss did not, to be sure, view the subject of nationalism from the same relativist-constructivist perspective to which the past thirty or so years have given rise. Unlike the work of Benedict Anderson, Ernest Gellner, and other widely influential contemporary theorists of nationalism, Krauss's critical interventions addressed primarily the theoretical comparability and equality of cultural formations, rather than the discursive mechanisms or structural pressures which produce forms of group self-identification. [34] ). An at least notional, if in reality somewhat compromised, commitment to the scientific value of cultural relativism, coupled with a firm rejection of prevailing historical-evolutionary and biological-racial explanatory frameworks, placed Krauss's work squarely on the forefront of the field.
Kaindl, on the other hand, wished to create an intellectual and political space for the legitimation of national identities, particularly those less rooted in a historical political tradition. His goal was not to disenchant notions of national belonging, but rather, in the early stage of his career, to restructure and recast Austria's constituent peoples in a new, unifying conceptual geography. In the final chapter of his abovementioned book, Kaindl took up the issue of folkloristic pedagogy, specifically the question of how to most effectively convey to students folklore's "patriotic and cosmopolitan significance" ([2], p. 46). What he recommended was a multistep process of identity formation, one in which students begin with the customs of their local community and continually draw wider connections, first to their "homeland," then to the various cultures of their "fatherland," then to the customs of remote continents. He provided the following as an example of this desired progression:
If, for example, the Johannisfeuer or the Yule log is being discussed, this will interest any student who has ever sat by a solstice fire (Sonnwendfeuer) or next to a lit Christmas tree. With great interest he will hear, for example, that the Hutsels in the Carpathian forests light a "living fire" on the 24th of December…and the so-called Feuerweihe in Rauris and Bucheben in Salzburg during solstice festivals presents us with something similar…After these observations, students will find it interesting to note that a New Fire Ceremony also takes place at the beginning of winter among the North American Indians ( [2] , p. 140).
Ideally, the instructor would begin with a common, familiar custom, then proceed to situate this custom in a constellation of national and international cultural practices, in this case, the traditional ceremonial fires of Carpathian Hutsels, Salzburgers, and North American Indians. He then offers an additional example, this time connecting Ruthenian customs to those of ancient Egypt:
When, for example, the teacher tells his students about the veneration of certain animals in ancient Egypt, he should not miss the opportunity to allude to the fact that still today specific animals, such as the stork, the swallow, and also the snake and weasel enjoy a certain degree of veneration or arouse popular superstitious fears. Just as the Apis was venerated in Egypt, the Ruthenians, for example, celebrate an "Ox Festival Day" during which these animals are not to be put to work…observations such as these erect strong bridges between then and now, the foreign and the familiar…( [2] , p. 141).
Yet again, we find a concerted effort on the part of Kaindl to bridge provinces, nations, empires and civilizations in a cohesive, unifying conceptual field. The student begins with what he knows, and slowly fits these puzzle pieces of local knowledge into a unified picture of the world and its history.
Though it may appear to be little more than a convenient pedagogical trick, Kaindl's method of instruction aimed to have an influence on much more than the Gymnasium classroom. Integrating lessons of this sort into Austrian curricula would not only enrich students' general humanistic education, but also offer tangible political benefits, both for the (vaguely defined) Heimat ("Homeland") as well as for the Austrian state [35] . "The high value of Volkskunde for the revival of love for the homeland and the fatherland is," Kaindl argued in the same text, "indisputable" ( [2] , p. 142). Unlike academic history, whose romantic, insular narratives increasingly posited nationality as the sole form of political affiliation, ethnography would, in Kaindl's model, treat the nation as one form, one layer, of belonging. Through an individual's identification with the nation, loyalty to the supranational empire would not only be preserved, but would, in fact, be reinforced.
What Kaindl promoted, then, was a new, multilayered order of belonging, one in which Heimat, nation, fatherland, and world were linked in a logical progression. To a certain extent, this sort of thinking did indeed take root in Austria-Hungary, though not exactly in the politically stabilizing manner he hoped it would. Between "Heimat" and "world," new geopolitical concepts were around this time beginning to capture the imaginations of both the general public and the academe, most notably, in the context of Austria, Pan-Germanism, Pan-Slavism, and Hungarian Turanism. Scholars and politicians alike increasingly began to think in terms larger and grander than the nation, but many of these new geopolitical landscapes constituted little more than global projections of national interests and nationalist projects. Seeking, like Kaindl, "a principle deeper than nationality," many ethnographers laid claim to a primitive, historical inheritance, a primal essence that inflated, rather than deflated, the national pretensions of the empire's different peoples. That Kaindl himself turned to Pan-German politics after the collapse of the empire points to Volkskunde's unique capacity to both relativize and sacralize national particularism [36] . The attempt to formulate a social category more basic than nationality ended up producing new, more outward-looking forms of nationalism.
Ultimately, both Krauss's quest for a science of nationality and Kaindl's struggle to wed ethnic nationalism to a kind of pro-imperial politics failed to achieve their desired effect [37] . Most of Krauss's scholarly and literary publications after 1890 received only a cool reception from reviewers, and in 1897 Am Ur-Quell, long struggling financially, printed its final issue. In the years leading up to World War One, Krauss edited a scholarly yearbook for "folkloristic research on the evolution of sexual morality"; this journal, his most professionally influential and financially successful, came to an abrupt end when, in 1913, a Berlin court charged him with marketing pornography. Following his trial and the confiscation of his work by state authorities, Krauss slowly retreated from the academic stage. He lived out the rest of his life in Vienna, publishing short articles in minor journals and occasionally discoursing on the state of the field with friends and colleagues; he died in 1938, a few months after Nazi troops entered Austria.
Kaindl's career was only marginally more successful. Already by the mid-1900s, Kaindl had begun to change tack and head in a more openly legitimationist direction; he continued to emphasize the use of folkloristic and other cultural historical techniques in his work, but this interest in a kind of comparative ethnology, whether genuine or purely rhetorical, gave way to a scholarly program explicitly aimed at establishing the unity and cultural superiority of the Bukovina and Galicia's German-speaking diaspora. These efforts were regarded with skepticism by both the Schönerianer, who viewed the Bukovina as irrecoverably corrupted by "non-German" influences, and Christian Socials, who accused Kaindl of fraternizing with the region's Jewish community ( [17] , p. 139). And while Kaindl, unlike Krauss, did manage to find a place in Austrian academia, his idiosyncratic brand of politics-neither typically Pan-German nor Catholic conservative-brought him, following the end of monarchy, into increasing conflict with these two right-wing factions [38] . He was a committed proponent of Anschluss, yet clung to the increasingly unpopular idea of a "Donauraum," a Central European confederation of small states to be attached to the German Reich.
It would, however, be a mistake to dismiss these "social democrats of scholarship" as curious, though ultimately inconsequential, anomalies. In tracing the conversation between these figures, we encounter another story of the late empire, a new and more nuanced way of understanding its intellectual dynamics. In the context of East-Central Europe, the social sciences-particularly history-have traditionally been regarded as little more than the handmaidens of nationalism. A picture of mindless, un-self-critical scholarly chauvinism, first painted by Hans Kohn and frequently reproduced in the decades since, continues to guide many investigations into the intellectual history of this region, despite its obvious inability to adequately account for the large body of groundbreaking, counter-paradigmatic literature to which this region gave rise [39] . As we have seen, alongside, and to some extent within, academic history there emerged formidable anti-establishment currents, theoretical frameworks that explicitly challenged the political claims of the newly apotheosized nation-state of the late 19th century, in our case early folkloristics. In fact, one could easily make the argument that it was in imperial Austria that some of the earliest examples of an anti-essentialist and consciously anti-Eurocentric science of nationality first emerged [40] .
These countercurrents, second, arose out of a convergence of disparate political interests. Just as ethnic Germans, facing a rising tide of Czech nationalist agitation, entered into a strategic alliance with a certain segment of Prague's Jewish community during the final decades of the 19th century, in the sphere of academic life there emerged a number of relationships defined by intellectual co-dependency, many of them between scholars sharing seemingly little in common ( [3] , esp. pp. 162-63). As we have seen, both Slavonian Jews and "Carpathian Germans" hitched their visions for political reform to a particular brand of folklore research. Pivoting away from the academic establishment and turning to the study of folk customs was not simply and exclusively a reactionary phenomenon; in reality, this emerging discipline, at first marginal, then increasingly prestigious, became the intellectual mercenary of various forms of both pro-and anti-Habsburgism, progressive politics and reactionary nationalism.
In addition to complicating certain overly simplistic-perhaps, one might even argue, orientalist-characterizations of East Central European intellectual history and re-orienting our discussions of minority activism, the case study presented above compels us, third and finally, to reconsider the geography of Austrian scholarship during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, particularly the relationship between the empire's large and increasingly linguistically homogenous urban centers and its more ethnolinguistically heterogeneous peripheries. As the late historian Bernd Weiler noted more than a decade ago, contemporary commenters on the nature of the Dual Monarchy generally viewed their subject from one of two perspectives. Some, primarily those writing to legitimize state policies, assumed a kind of internal coherence to the empire, a "unity-within-diversity" [41] . For them, the monarchy was the expression of universal truths, a "harmonious cohabitation" of distinct, though fundamentally complementary, peoples and cultures [41] . Other, more relativistically minded thinkers-such as Ludwig Gumplowicz, Eugen Ehrlich, Bronisław Malinowski and Karl Mannheim, to cite Weiler's examples-understood the monarchy's unity as a "superficial phenomenon," instead interpreting the state as a kind of "diversity-within-unity" [41] . What united members of this second camp, Weiler observes, was neither language nor politics, but rather their place of intellectual maturation. It was in multinational borderlands, where partially naturalized members of dominant communities "constantly mov[ed] between linguistic, ethnic, and religious boundaries," that the four scholars listed above acquired the relativistic habits of mind and "ethnographic sensibility" which distinguished their work [41] .
In light of the foregoing analysis of Krauss and Kaindl's work, we might, however, consider further refining Weiler's geographic paradigm. It would appear that this ethnographic sensibility, while cultivated in specific, highly localized sites, crystallized into distinct discourses, such as folkloristics and sociology, as a result of momentary, although in many cases highly significant, alliances and exchanges between marginal figures. The theories and concepts which came to define Austrian Kulturwissenschaft, both at home and abroad, emerged out of mutual dependencies between those thinkers who found themselves, like Krauss and Kaindl, in some sense endangered by a romantic, historicist vision of political development [42] . As both the pages of academic journals and the record of the Austrian Imperial Council reveal, a distinctive and, in a certain sense politically disruptive, new way of thinking took root during the final decade of the 19 th century, one in which the present threatened to displace the past as the primary source of political legitimacy and the historical question of political formation began to give way to the sociological question of cultural differentiation [43] .
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